MICROSOFT POWER BI
CUSTOMER IMMERSION
EXPERIENCE
The Trustmarque Power BI Customer Immersion Experience
(CIE) is a workshop to help you understand how to implement
Power BI successfully. We help you understand the scope of
what is possible and what is advisable for your organisation. It is
the first step in simplifying complex requirements and matching
your needs to the best technology, training and organisational
choices. From how you best license the product, source data,
secure it and use that to deliver a service.
It shows you how to understand and plan an efficient and costeffective transition between your current Data and Informatics
situation and your desired Power BI solution.

We demonstrate:
• Real
					
world examples relevant to
					
your organisation
• Making
					
use of the data you
				
already collect in its existing
state
• World class
				
analytics using
					
Microsoft Power BI, including
predictive analytics and SPC
•

How Microsoft Machine Learning,
AI and the Cortana Analytics
suites can be used to enhance
your clinical and operational
decision making

•

How to move from just reporting
the past to actionable live
reporting and predicting the
future

•

Automated routine reporting and
building a single version of the
truth

•

Migrating sensitive data to the
cloud

•

Managing dashboards and
services to reduce workloads on
internal teams

What you will get from the session
You will be able to identify the best places to start to deliver
early results but also how to ensure you avoid the pitfalls and
can retain the control and security needed.
The Power BI CIE is a one-day workshop style session that
brings together your teams and our experts. Each session is
tailored to your organisation and will cover some or all of the
below.
We explore your current situation:
•

Data sources, storage and current reporting

•

The size and skills of your teams

•

Requirements, aspirations and desired outcomes including
expected return on investment
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Attendees

Your outcomes:

To get the most from the day we recommend the inclusion
of operational, technical and clinical staff plus relevant senior
stakeholders to set the vision and highlight organisational
pressures. Power BI adoption is an organisational wide
transformation project, not an “IT Project”. We find that including
key staff from the very beginning will pay off later in the project by
delivering more useful and focussed solutions.

• Together we will create a
roadmap for adoption of Power
BI in your organisation covering:
Licensing, Power BI training,
enterprise deployment and
advanced features.

Why Trustmarque?

• Proof of concept projects to
accelerate adoption which
include ROI analysis

Trustmarque brings a fresh, new approach to data using Power
BI. We put improving delivery of care today by using the data
you have today, firmly at the centre of our approach. We offer a
full suite of bespoke support regardless of where you are in your
adoption of Power BI.
From emergency care, inpatients, A&E and outpatients to
community services and HR, Trustmarque help NHS organisations
use their current data to implement effective Power BI solutions
that help improve the outcomes of any NHS pathway.
We have extensive Lean Healthcare, six sigma and
transformation experience in the NHS, working across the whole
spectrum of provision. As we understand the complex drivers
and resource constraints in the NHS we closely work with staff
at all levels to solve complex issues. We also understand the
security requirements of PID in the cloud. This means that we
fully understand your challenges and can also bring some new
and useful ideas too.
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We are one of the highest
accredited UK partners of Microsoft,
with 14 Gold level competencies.
We have gold accreditation for Data
and Analytics, which is testamtent to
our expertise in the use of data and
PowerBI.
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